
Strutural Evolution in 125I, 123I and 122I with InreasingAngular MomentumAbstratThis thesis investigates the angular momentum indued strutural hanges in 125I, 123I,and 122I nulei. Three separate experiments were performed to aquire the requisite data.The high spin states in 125I and 123I were studied using the heavy-ion fusion evaporationreations 82,80Se(48Ca,p4n)125,123I with the Gammasphere array. The nuleus 122I wasinvestigated using the reation 116Cd(11B,5n)122I with the Indian National Gamma Array(INGA) spetrometer. A detailed level sheme, for both positive and negative parities,have been established in the study of all the three nulei. These nulei undergo a shapetransition from moderately deformed states with olletive rotation at low spins to non-olletive oblate on�gurations at higher spins. Non-olletive oblate states, whih areenergetially favored with respet to a rotating liquid drop referene, have been identi�edat spin I ∼ 30 h̄ in all the three nulei. Cranked Nilsson Strutinsky (CNS) alulationssuggest that these states are maximally aligned states, formed by aligning all the valenepartiles above 114

50
Sn64 ore, along a ommon axis. In addition, favored non-olletivestates, where the spin vetors of one or two partiles are anti-aligned, have also beenidenti�ed at I ∼ 20 − 22 h̄.Several dipole transitions of energies in the range of 1.0 − 1.7 MeV have been observedfeeding the maximally aligned non-olletive states in 123I and 122I. CNS alulations in-diate that these weak feeding transitions originate from the on�gurations involving aore-breaking neutron partile-hole exitation from the g7/2d5/2 to the d3/2s1/2 or h11/2orbitals aross the semi-magi N = 64 shell gap.At high-spin, rotational bands extending upto I ∼ 50 h̄ have been observed in 125I and 123I.The properties of these newly identi�ed bands are similar to those of the highly deformedbands reently disovered in the neighboring nulei, 125,126Xe and 124Ba. Moreover, theband in 125I is found to be `idential' to one of the bands in 126Xe. This suggests almostsimilar on�guration for the two bands. A omparison of various features of the bandswith the results of the CNS alulations suggests that the on�guration of these bandsinvolve neutron exitations aross the N = 82 shell gap into the h9/2 and i13/2 orbitals,oupled to the proton two-partile-two-hole exitation from the g9/2 orbitals aross the
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